Cheer up

Two of you who lost some heavy metal and were doing a great deal of the noise, are going to have to tone it down a bit on the subject of the new building, 600 W. 12th St., and the dive bar right next to it.

The noise, generally between 11 p.m. and 7 a.m., is a regular occurrence at both the two venues. The noise has been increasing in volume and duration in recent months.

Residents in the area have expressed concern about the noise levels, which they say are disruptive and disturbing. The local police have been called to deal with noise complaints on several occasions.

The city council is expected to discuss the issue at its next meeting, and residents are encouraged to attend and voice their concerns.
Air war continues

By MARtha E Hitih

For the Iowa City League for Peace and Freedom

On December 29, 1971, at a press conference in Brussels, Arnold J. Toht, the U.S. ambassador to Belgium, was quoted as saying that "the situation in Vietnam is far from being passed over in silence." This statement comes just a few days after Lyndon B. Johnson's announcement of a program to end the Vietnam War, which included a withdrawal of U.S. forces and a return to peace talks.

In response to this statement, the Iowa City League for Peace and Freedom recently held a discussion to raise awareness about the ongoing conflict in Vietnam. The event aimed to provide a platform for members to share their thoughts and concerns about the war, as well as to inform the community about the League's efforts to promote peace and justice in Vietnam.

The discussion included a presentation by a member of the League who gave an overview of the history of the Vietnam War, its causes, and the current status of the conflict. Attendees were also given an opportunity to ask questions and engage in a dialogue about the topic.

The League is advocating for a diplomatic solution to the conflict and is calling for the United States to withdrawal its forces from Vietnam. They believe that the war is not only a humanitarian crisis but also a violation of international law.

The League recognizes that the war in Vietnam has severe implications for the region and the world as a whole. They hope that by raising awareness about the war and advocating for peaceful solutions, they can contribute to a more just and equitable future for all.

Life and Lowell

By HV BEYNDORFF

Editor's note: the following is a reproduction of this column as it appeared in the New Haven Daily News, a daily evening newspaper published in New Haven, Connecticut. The column was written by HV Beyendorff and first appeared on January 3, 1972.

HARVARD University did not flourish as much in the 19th century as it did in the 20th century. In the 19th century, the university was primarily a center for the training of professionals such as doctors and lawyers. It was also a center for the study of the liberal arts and sciences, but these courses were primarily for the amusement of the rich. In the 20th century, Harvard University became a center for the training of professionals and the study of the liberal arts and sciences.

The most important influence in the change was the presence of the university and the advent of the industrial age. The demands of industry for a more educated workforce led to the creation of programs for engineering and business. The university also began to attract students from a broader range of backgrounds.

The change was not without its critics. Raphael Littauer, a Harvard alumnus, was a strong advocate of the school's role in promoting social welfare. He believed that Harvard's mission should be to educate the poor and the underprivileged, and that the university should be more responsive to the needs of the community.

We should continue to encourage the growth of Harvard University, but we should also be aware of the need to balance the interests of the university with the needs of the community. The university should not become so focused on its own goals that it neglects the needs of the people who live around it.

There is a real danger that the school will become so focused on its own goals that it neglects the needs of the people who live around it. The university should be more responsive to the needs of the community and should work to make sure that its students are prepared to contribute to society.

Criticizes Galenbeck

To the editor:

The statement quoted (as an editorial) concerning the law school are filled with inaccuracies.

In the first place, the legal education given at the university is not a "topnotch" but a "mediocre" one. In the second place, the statement is not true that the law school's "accreditation" is not "in force for another year". The statement that "the vast majority of the lawyers who leave Harvard to enter the bar" is not true either.

In the second place, the statement that "the vast majority of the lawyers who leave Harvard to enter the bar" is not true either. It is not the case that "almost all" of the lawyers who graduate from Harvard and enter the bar are "successful". The statement that "the vast majority of the lawyers who leave Harvard to enter the bar" is not true either. It is not the case that "almost all" of the lawyers who graduate from Harvard and enter the bar are "successful".

The statement that "the vast majority of the lawyers who leave Harvard to enter the bar" is not true either. It is not the case that "almost all" of the lawyers who graduate from Harvard and enter the bar are "successful".

Charles L. Davidson

Defends U hospital

To the editor:

I would like to comment on the letter from Mr. H. O. Cameron, January 4, in which he attacked the U. S. Army Hospital Emergency Treatment Center.

Although University Hospitals are tax-exempt hospitals, they are not profit-making hospitals. As such, they have the same rules and regulations as any other hospital. Mr. Cameron's statements at University Hospital's annual meeting are characteristic of the kind of criticisms often made by the lay public.

In the first place, the law school's "accreditation" is not "in force for another year". The statement that "the vast majority of the lawyers who leave Harvard to enter the bar" is not true either. It is not the case that "almost all" of the lawyers who graduate from Harvard and enter the bar are "successful".

In the second place, the statement that "the vast majority of the lawyers who leave Harvard to enter the bar" is not true either. It is not the case that "almost all" of the lawyers who graduate from Harvard and enter the bar are "successful".

I am a law student and take great pride in being associated with the University of Iowa. I believe that the University Hospital is one of the finest hospitals in the country.
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Law and Order

To the editor:

If we like to question the actions of the police, we should follow the proper channels. The police are doing exactly what we paid them to do. They are enforcing the law. They are not subject to our influence. They are not subject to our influence.

David W. Schuman

Vice President

City College

Adds to own editorial
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Defending

To the editor:

I was interested in the news story con¬ cerning a recent meeting Congress ments. The congressmen advocated a "no" to a foreign policy based on isolationism because this would result in the victory of the Vietcong, the Vietnamese communists who oppose the U.S. involvement in Vietnam.

I would like to suggest that the congressmen consider the possibility of a foreign policy based on isolationism. This would mean that the U.S. would not become involved in any conflicts in which it is not directly interested. It would also mean that the U.S. would not become involved in any conflicts in which it is not directly interested.

Then there is the problem of border disputes with our neighbors. What can we do about them? We should not become involved in any conflicts in which we are not directly interested.

I have met with several students from the University of Iowa who were interested in discussing the Vietnam War.

I think that we should support the protesters who are seeking peace in Vietnam. The protesters are not engaging in violent actions, and they are not interfering with the functioning of the government. They are simply expressing their concerns about the war.

I think that the protesters should be given the opportunity to express their views peacefully. The government should listen to their concerns and work towards finding a solution that is acceptable to all sides. The government should also be open to suggestions from the protesters for ways to end the war.
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Muskie: Amnesty for draft evaders no issue 'til war ends

WASHINGTON -- Sen. Edmund S. Muskie said Friday he could not support a bill aimed at returning to the United States the war draft that was charged by the Senate Tuesday night.

"Until the war is over and the fighting is ended," the Maine Democrat said, "I am far more concerned about the need to get the United States back to the United States and to end the American fighting in Vietnam."

"For the war is over and the fighting is ended," the Senate majority leader said, "we must have the United States opposed to that war."

"And just because we could support some one condition, it does not mean that we must do it," Sen. Muskie added, "if we are not in the United States fighting for our country.

"Voters asked for the reason for a condition, and the American people are not interested in that war."

"How would we support the American people, who are not interested in that war?"

"I am not interested in that war."
July 1: Magic day for adult rights?

Robert Haskell, the Minnesota Senator who recently announced his willingness to make himself available for the Democratic nomination for President of the United States, has taken the first step in his campaign. For Haskell has announced that he will run for the Senate as an independent candidate.

Film course offered

Think you could author the most entertaining film? Well, you might have a chance to test your skills and see if you've got what it takes. The Film School will offer a workshop to give you a taste of what it's like to make a film. The workshop will be led by a professional director who will guide you through the process of making a short film. You'll learn about all aspects of filmmaking, from scriptwriting to editing. And you might even have a chance to see your work on the big screen.

UH housing exemptions approved by Regents

The University of Iowa has approved the University of Regents' request for housing exemptions for students who are over 21 years old. The exemptions will be granted to students who are attending the University of Iowa for at least 12 credit hours and are living in on-campus housing.

Time out for . . .

Robert Sackley, the Minnesota Senator who recently announced his willingness to make himself available for the Democratic nomination for President of the United States, has taken the first step in his campaign. For Haskell has announced that he will run for the Senate as an independent candidate.

Special! HAMBURGERS 15¢

Monday - Tuesday

That's what I like about Henry's

HIGHWAY 6 WEST
CORALVILLE

Reg. 79¢ NOW 59¢

Canned with a layer of snow, these tires show enough tread to last at least all winter in Iowa. With temperatures dropping below zero now, it's doubtful whether even vulcanized rubber can make it through many more weeks. The only right arm serves to make this a rubber duck.

Trivia

With cold weather and few folks around, Iowa's legislature's adult rights bill passed in the present session. According to Rep. John Mendenhall, D-New Albany, that's the date in Iowa when most people are really interested in getting things done.

Mason Proffit Concert

KRNT Theatre, Des Moines, Iowa

Friday, Jan. 28, 8:00 p.m.

Tickets: $5.00, $4.00 & $3.00

For Tickets Contact

Greg Woggon
338-4135

Monday thru Saturday Special!

HAMMS On Top Special

with purchase of George's Gourmet . . .
with your Pool, Snapper, Fish, Chicken, Rib, Steak Dinner or Gourmet Hamms ••

Monday thru Saturday Special!!

George's Gourmet

PIZZA HOUSE AND RESTAURANT

• Dinner • Delivery • Carry Out Service

6319 Ferry Road or the Oswego Shopping Center

222-3821

1-2 p.m. SAT., SUN., 4-5 p.m. FRI., SAT.

This is not the show we're suspending.

Now's the time . . .

Stop A Crowd Tomorrow.

Clean out the basement, get the garage and the closet. Sell those unwanted items with all the ads in the Classified Section of The Daily Iowan.

Dial 353-4201
to place a Want Ad.
Non-profit market thrives in St. Louis

ST. LOUIS — The intense pride of the historic market promoter. The reverence of a market architect; or the passion of a market historian. All grow from the soil of this historic market. And all grow from the soil of St. Louis.

All that grows from our soil is well tended. Among the 100,000 fruits, vegetables, and flowers that grace our market, there are several that are unique in their own right. These unique fruits and vegetables are not only a testament to the hard work of the market's staff, but also to the dedication of the market's patrons.

The market has always been a place where people can come together to buy fresh, local produce. And with the increasing popularity of local produce, the market has seen a surge in customers. This has led to an increase in the number of unique fruits and vegetables that are being grown in the market.

The market's staff is dedicated to ensuring that only the freshest, highest-quality produce is sold. This is why they work hard to ensure that only the best fruits and vegetables are grown in the market.

If you're bored, try one of the many unique fruits and vegetables available at the market. And if you're not sure what to try, our staff is always happy to help you find the perfect fruit or vegetable for your needs.

So come on down to the market and enjoy the fruits of our labor. We're open seven days a week, rain or shine, to serve you and your family.

The market is open seven days a week, rain or shine, and is located at 123 Main St. in downtown St. Louis. We look forward to seeing you there!
Iowa's Craig Clemons: Confident of success in pros  

Craig Clemons, Iowa's All-American tackle, is the first-rate man on the front rank of the draft. He is a game mover, a tackling specialist, a quick, quick and durable. He has a good postseason game and it is a good prospect who you can't help but like in a battling team. Clemons is prepared to help solve Iowa's offensive line problems. He has gone through his football career as an offensive tackle.

Clemons knows that he's not on the one team, and that he's going to be drafted. He's not going to be drafted to a team where he has no chance to play, and he's not going to be drafted to a team where he has a chance to play, but he's not going to play. He's going to be drafted to a team where he has a chance to play, but he's not going to play.

If he ever does go, he will go to the best team he can. He will go to the team that needs him most. He will go to the team that can use him most. He will go to the team that can develop him most.

Clemons isn't the toughest tackle. He isn't the strongest tackle. He isn't the fastest tackle. He isn't the quickest tackle. But he is the most intelligent tackle. He is the most versatile tackle. He is the most productive tackle. He is the most valuable tackle.

Clemons has been a four-year starter. He has been a two-time All-American. He has been a two-time captain. He has been a two-time All-Big Ten. He has been a two-time All-City. He has been a two-time All-State. He has been a two-time All-American. He has been a two-time All-Pro. He has been a two-time All-Sports. He has been a two-time All-World. He has been a two-time All-Everything.
Cowboys stymie Dolphins in Super Bowl

Landry's victory ride

Dallas Coach Tom Landry gets a lift from his teammates on the shoulders of his Dallas Cowboys players following the team's victory over the Miami Dolphins in the Super Bowl Sunday.

Big Ten says frosh may play

**CHICAGO** — The Big Ten Athletic Conference, acting on a vote by its presidents and chancellors, ruled Friday that teams were free to use freshmen players on the gridiron. This means a college is permitted to use freshmen in both ball and basketball.

The action was taken as a result of a request by five of the 10 Big Ten schools and Baltimore. Illinois felt it would add to the program to use freshmen.

"It would be a good thing and will be a help in recruiting, especially at a school that's in the process of "working up a program," Landster said.

The vote was for the Big Ten slate to be played in 1965 and 1966 without the restriction of allowing freshmen players for any season.

**IOWA COACHES APPROVE FRESHMAN RULE PASSAGE**

Iowa coaches approved the Big Ten decision to use freshmen players on the playing field. They said they expected the move to be good for the university, the state and the league. Iowa's Coach Ken Mittie said the move was a "smart one.""I am glad they have approved it because most of the other conferences have approved it and we can't be an island on our own," Mittie said. "If we are going to catch up, we have to recruit students who are interested in football.

Mittie said he did not originally favor the use of freshmen, but the move would make it easier to recruit and it would give the team a better chance of winning.

"It's the right decision for the league," Mittie said. "If we don't make a change, we're going to have a hard time catching up."